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1. INTRODUCTION 
Th e problem considered in this work is the uniform asymptotic approxima- 
tion of solutions of the initial value problem for the scalar differential equation, 
y” + <f(f, ?‘, y’) + >’ =z F(t), (1.1) 
for small positive values of the parameter E. Herein f  is a polynomial in J’ 
and T’ whose coefficients are 2n-periodic functions of f,  and F is periodic of 
period 2x. 
It is well known that solutions of (1.1 j have Taylor espansions with 
respect to E. However, finite Tavlor expansions usually furnish asymptotic 
approximations to solutions of (1.1) only on finite t intervals as is later 
illustrated by Example 3. I. 
In the case F = 0, perturbation expansions for ( I. 1) have been investigated 
by many authors, e.g., via the method of averaging by Bogoliubov and 
RIitropolsky [I], Sethna [2], and Sethna and Moran [3], and via two-timing 
by Kevorkian [4], Reiss [5], Kollett [6], and Greenlee and Snow [7]. For 
F -+ 0, the only studies appear to he the formal expansions of Levey and 
RIahonv [8] and Kevorkian [9]. 
The concern of this paper is the study of (I. I) with F .== 0. If  F is orthogonal 
to both sin t and cos t with respect to the inner product of L”(0, 2~) (F E If,‘,, 
in the notation introduced in Section 2) the theorems of [6] generalize 
directly. This case is covered by Theorem 2.1. If  F $ B’,,l, the resonant case, 
WC set T = it, where K == AL and L; is the degree off. The rspansion then 
takes the form, 
(1.1) 
If  (I. 1) is linear and FE H\‘~ then (I .2) reduces to the expansion used in [6] 
in which K =: E and y-l = 0. On the other hand, if (1.1) is nonlinear and 
FE WoL, expansion (I .2) does not in general reduce to the expansion used 
in [6], as Example 2.1 illustrates. 
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In Section 2, we describe the expansion procedures for problem (1.1) and 
examine the calculation of the expansion coefficients. The case of (1 .l) with 
F E W,l is treated in Theorem 2.1. 
In Section 3, our first result shows that if (1 .I) is linear and has coefficients 
satisfying appropriate periodicity restrictions, then the expansion (1.2) is 
uniformly valid for all positive time. Our next result establishes for (1.1) the 
asymptotic validity of the expansion (1.2) on intervals of the form [0, T/K]. 
This result corresponds roughly to a portion of the formal (no proof of 
validity) asymptotic results of [8] and [9]. In the terminology of the latter 
paper, we have verified a simplified “inner expansion in the resonance 
region.” Example 3.2 shows that further hypotheses are needed on (1.1) to 
obtain the asymptotic validity of (1.2) on t intervals that expand more 
rapidly than [0, T/K]. Theorem 3.1 is one such case. Section 4 contains the 
proofs of the theorems stated in Section 3, and some lemmas needed for 
these proofs. 
A few comments are now in order. Partial derivatives are denoted by 
subscripts, e.g., yT denotes a?/&. M is used generically as a constant whose 
value changes from place to place, but is always independent of E. O-notation 
refers to a limiting process as E J 0. All numbers and functions are real, save 
where we make explicit use of complex exponentials. The asymptotic expan- 
sions generated herein are generalized asymptotic expansions as, e.g., in [S], 
i.e., the coefficient of ICY may depend on K. 
2. THE FORMAL EXPANSION PROCEDURE 
Consider the initial value problem 
y” + ~f(f, y, Y') + Y = F(t); 
(2.1) 
y(0) = a, y'(0) = b, 
for small positive values of the parameter E. We assume that F: [0, co) -+ Iw’ 
is continuous and periodic of period 2a. We also assume thatf has the form 
where fm,n: [0, co) -+ lV is continuous and periodic of period 27~. 
For notational convenience, Cpfl, n = 0, 1, 2,..., denotes the real linear 
space of functions from the half line [0, co) into Iw’ that are n-times con- 
tinuously differentiable and periodic of period P. Cpa denotes the intersection 
of all the spaces Cpn. 
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A function w E C,O,, can be uniquely decomposed as 
w = w, + w* + WI, 
where 
wl(t) = (+ 1’” w(t) sin t dtj sin t, 
0 
w*(t) = (; I’ w(t) cos t dt) cos t, 
and, 
WI = w - w1 - U’* . 
WnL (resp. WX’) denotes the subspace of functions w E C,“, (resp. Ctm) such 
that w = WI. 
To obtain a formal generalized asymptotic expansion for the solution, 
J of (2.1) let T = Kf, where K == cljL, and write 
Y - j;l Y’b, t) Kj. (2.3) 
For convenience set 
Now, formally insert the expansion (2.3) into (2.1) and equate the coefficient 
of each power of K to zero. This yields the sequence of partial differential 
equations, 
yit + y' E -yj;* - 2$;;’ - {KLf(& 1-‘-l, I”qj + S,F(t) 
(2.3) 
:e 9yT, t), 
with initial conditions, 
yj(Oy 0) = USjo j ybj(0, 0) = b&J - yf-l(O, O), (2.5) 
forj==-l,O,l,.... Herein, 6j, is the Kronecker symbol and { >r denotes 
the coefficient of & in the expansion of the quantity in brackets. 
Setting j = -1 in (2.4) gives 
hence, 
y;l + y-l = 0, 
y-l(7, t) = Sel(i-) cos t + B-,(T) sin t, 
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where A-, and B-r are functions that, by (2.5), satisfy 
*L,(O) = 0, B-,(O) = 0. 
Thus, forj = 0, (2.4) becomes 
yy f  + y” = ~.!!L,(T) sin t - 2B1r(7) cos t 
- {KLf(t, y--li.K, ,1;l + ,t;‘/K)>, + F(t). 
Hence, 
y”(7, t) = Ao(7) cos t + B,(T) sin t + ?;,O(T, t), 
(2.6) 
where A, and B, are functions satisfying 
and 
d,(O) = a, B,(O) = b - A’,(O), (2.7) 
ypO(~, t) = I’ sin(t - S) F”(~, S) ds. 
Note that ~O(T, .): [0, 00) + R1 is periodic of period 277. Thus, ~O(T, .): 
[0, co) --f R1 is bounded if and on<v if P(T, .) E WOL. Now, PO(T, .) E Wo’ if 
and only if (with an obvious ordered pair notation), 
(A’, , B’,‘\ = & fzn [{K”f(t,y-‘/K,y;’ +Y;~/K)}~ -F(t)] (sinf, -cost,, dt. 
‘0 
(2.8) 
It is easy to see that Eqs. (2.8) form an autonomous system of ordinary 
differential equations for -4-r and BP, of the form, 
AL, = C”,(.+l+ , B-,) - (1/2rr) lzrF(t) sin t dt, 
B’, = C::(L, , Be,) + (I,‘24 (lO%(t) cos t dt, 
(2.9) 
where P, and C_“: are polynomials with zero constant term. Equations (2.9) 
and (2.6) uniquely determine A-, and BP, as analytic functions on a T-interval 
[0, T) where T > 0 and possibly T = CL). By now, imposing the condition 
FJ(T, .) E lVoL, y-r is completely determined and also y,O. We have also 
shown that y-1(7, t) is a linear combination of terms, each of which is the 
product of a function of T in Cm[O, T) with a function of t in Ci8, i.e., that 
y-1 belongs to the tensor product, P[O, T) @ Gin . It also follows that 
ypa E Ca[O, T) @ C& Note that if F E Wo’, then (2.9) and (2.6) imply that 
de, = BP, = 0. 
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To determine -4, and B, , letj 2 1 in (2.4) and (2.3, which yields 
yl(~, t) = d,(7) cos t + B,(T) sin f  + JD1(7, t), 
where -4i(O) = 0, B,(O) = -,4,‘(O), and 
J,,‘(T, f) = (_/ sin(t - s) .P(r, s) ds. 
-n 
Since .P(T, .) is 2r-periodic, ~~(7, t): [0, 03) + W is bounded if and only if 
31(7, .) E n 6’. The condition P(T, .) E I+,mL is easily seen to yield a linear 
system of ordinary differential equations of the form 
where ,&,,(T) is a 2 x 2 matrix and J+;(T) a two-dimensional column vector. 
The entries of A0 and .J, are defined and analytic on the interval, [0, T), of 
existence for d-i and B-i . Together with the initial conditions -4,(O) = a, 
B,(O) = b - Al,(O), this uniquely determines A,, and B, as analytic functions 
on [0, T). Hence, J~O is completely determined and also Jo,‘. In addition, both 
y” and yol are in C”[O, T) @I Czn . 
This procedure can be repeated to any order. In general, 
with 
Tj(T, t) = Sj(~) cos t + B,(T) sin t + J,~(T, r), 
sin(t - s) *I(,, s) ds, R-1(7, s) r;- 0. 
The system of equations determining -4-i and BP, is autonomous and 
generally nonlinear, but is linear if (2.1) is, and may be linear even if (2.1) 
is not. For all j 2 0, the system of equations determining -3, and Bj is linear 
and has the form 
where A;(T) is a two-dimensional column vector. Thus, the fundamental 
matrices are the same for all j > 0. For all j > -1, --lj and Bj are defined 
and analytic on the interval of existence for -4-i and BP, . An easy induction 
shows that for n > 0, 
and A-l,, , B, E C”[O, T). 
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Hence, 
Y” E CTIO, T) 0 G 7 n = -l,O, l,... . 
It is important to note that as K J 0 the expansion (2.3) for the solution 
of (2.1) approaches the solution of 
y” + y = F(t); y(0) = a, y’(0) = 6, (2.10) 
uniformly in t for t in finite intervals. To see this, examine the first two 
terms of (2.3), i.e., 
YO(7, t) = E Yi(T, t) Ki = [A-,(T) COS f f B-,(T) sin t] K-l 
s 
t 
+ A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + sin(t - S) ~O(T, S) ds. 
0 
An application of L’Hospital’s rule to y-‘(7, t) K-l yields that 
lidi Y’(T, t) = Al,(O) t cos t + l&(O) t sin t 
+ A,(O) cos t + B,(O) sin t + ft sin(t - s) F”(O, s) ds. 
‘0 
Now (2.9) and (2.6) yield 
AL1(0) = -(1/2rr) [=F(t) sin t dt, B’,(O) = (1/2x) l*#F(t) cos t dt. 
A,(O) and B,(O) are given by (2.7). The condition that *‘(T, .) E Wol 
together with (2.6) implies that S”(O, .) reduces to FL. Thus, it follows 
that lim,,, YO(T, t) is the solution of (2.10). 
A number of generalizations without essential modification of the expansion 
procedure are possible. The initial conditions may be given as asymptotic 
series in E, and f may be replaced by 
where 
with each g;,,(t) periodic of period 2 n. Also, the dependence off on y, y’ 
could be in the form of convergent power series with a common radius of 
convergence. This latter generalization would, in general, lead to severe 
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computational difficulties for the expansion coefficients, and unless the power 
series all have infinite radii of convergence, the initial conditions must be 
restricted. Finally, when f  is independent of t, the last term y, on the left- 
hand side of (2.1), may be replaced by w2y, or W”(C) y, where w is smooth 
in E and w(O) f  0. 
In the case when (2.1) is nonlinear and FE W’,,l, it is better to use the 
expansion procedure of [6] as Example 2.1 below shows. In place of (2.3). 
the following is used in [6]: 
y  ,- 2 yi(7, t) E’, 
j>O 
with 7 = cf. For convenience, set 
I’N = i yjci, y-2 = y-1 = 17-l = 0. 
j=O 
Now, formally insert (2.11) into (2.1) and equate the coefficient of each 
power of E to zero. This yields the sequence of partial differential equations, 
yjt + y f  = -yi;’ - 2yj;’ - {g(t, y-1, y-l’)], - 6joF(q 
with initial conditions given by (2.9, for j == 0, 1, 2 ,... In this case { I, 
denotes the coefficient of & in the expansion of the quantity in brackets. 
The yj’s are then determined in a similar fashion as previously using in this 
case the secularity condition 9’j(T, .) E W,,‘. Note that since FE W,-', the 
condition g”(~, .) E WoL leads to a homogeneous system for do and B, . 
I f  (2.1) is linear, (2.3) reduces to (2.11). However, if (2.1) is nonlinear, (2.3) 
does not in general reduce to (2.11) as the following example illustrates. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the cubic damping equation 
?“’ + c(y’)3 + 1’ = 0; y(0) = a, f(O) = h. (2.12) 
I f  we apply the expansion procedure (2.3) with K = l 3 to Eq. (2.12), we 
find that the expansion through order I?’ for the solution of (2.12) is 
(2.13) 
- ~~[(3a/8)(n" + b2)7 cos t 2 (36 S)(a' + b”) T sin t]. 
Since it is easy to show that the solution of (2.12) is uniformly bounded, 
it is clear from (2.13) that Y2(~t, t) approximates the solution of (2.12) to 
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order I? only on t intervals of the form [0, T/K], where T > 0 is a constant 
independent of K. However, better results are obtained if we use the expansion 
procedure (2.11). This procedure yields that the expansion through order 
~0 = 1 for the solution of (2.12) is given by 
yO(et, t) = [4 + 3&(a2 + b2)]-lj2 (2a cos t + 2b sin t). 
Moreover, [7, Theorem 3.31 states that for each 01 satisfying 0 < 01 < l/2, 
there exists 111 > 0 independent of l such that the solution r(t) of (2.12) 
satisfies 
I y(t) - yO(4 t)l + I f(t) + ?‘O’(d, t)1 < Me(1 + Et)-h, 
for all t E [0, 00). 
Before stating the theorem regarding the asymptotic validity of espansion 
(2.1 l), we need to introduce some definitions. Note that in the following, 
~~ and cx are positive real numbers. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function f(t, K) will be said to be in C& if it is 
continuous on [0, CX/K] x (0, ~~1, and if there exists M independent of K 
such that /f(f, K)I < f i f  for all (t, K) E [0, a/~] x (0, ~~1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For f(t, K) in C,“,,, , ]jf]/& will be used to denote 
sup{1 f(f, ,>I: (t, K) E [o, a/K] x (0, Ko]>. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A function f(t, K) will be said to be in C,‘, if f(t, K) 
and &(t, K) are both continuous on [0, E/K] x (0, ~~1, and if the;: exists M 
such that both If(t, K)I < Mand lft(t, K)l < Mfor all (t, K) E [0, a/~] X (0, KO]. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Forf(t, K) in C&0 , ilflit,,, will denote 
max(sup{/ f(t, K)I: (t, K) E [o, a/~] x (0, Kol>, 
SUP{ / ft(t, K)I : (t, K) 6~ [o, ‘+I x (0, ‘d)- 
DEFINITION 2.5. For .f(t, K) in Ca’+, , Ilflli will denote the Cl norm of 
f(t, K) aS a function Of t Over [o, a/K], i.e., 
~lfllf = max(suP{I f(t, K)l: t E [o, d’$‘, suP{Ift(t, K)I: t 6 [o, +I)). 
THEOREM 2.1. Under assumption (2.2), the assumption that FE WOu’, and 
for E suficiently small, there exists (Y > 0 such that (2.1) has a unique soZution 
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on [0, q’c]. Let y  be this solution and IwN = Iv CjcOyl&, where the ‘j’s are deter- 
mined by expansion (2.11). Then, in addition, 
iy(t, c) - P(d, t)iif = cqNi’), as E JO. 
Theorem 2.1 is a corollary to the proof given in [6] of the special case 
of (2.1) when F = 0 and eachf,,a,,, of (2.2) is equal to I. Thus, in what follows. 
we consider the more general case, FE C& 
3. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS FOR FORCED EQUATIONS 
In this section we present results on the asymptotic validity of the expan- 
sion (2.3): on expanding time intervals for both linear and nonlinear forced 
equations, and for all positive time for a forced linear equation with coefficients 
satisfying a periodicity restriction. Each expansion is described in detail 
and examples are given. The proofs of our theorems are given in Section 4. 
First, consider the initial value problem 
y” + cg(t)y’ + [ 1 + d(t)] J’ = F(t); 
y(0) = a, y’(O) :-- b, 
for t E [0, CD) and for l small and positive. 1Ve assume that: 
k-c.:, nI’ hECi, ,,l with n, -‘.- 4 an integer; 
(3.1) 
(3.21 
an 4 
FE C;,; 
i 
‘?v 
g(t) dt 1:. 0. 
‘0 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let y  be the solution of (3.1) and 1’” = ~~~P1j”~i. Then, 
under assumptions (3.2)-(3.4), 
: .z’(t, <) - I-y&, t)i = O(eN+l), as c LO, 
for :V > 0, uniform[y in t for t E [0, ~00). 
The case of (3.1) without the periodicitv restrictions on g and h is cov-ered 
in Theorems 2.1 and 3.2. 
The expansion for (3.1). For problem (3.1) Eqs. (2.4) become 
J$ + y’ = -yj,;2 - 2yj,;’ - g(t)y;--? - g(t)y;-’ - h(t)>+’ + &,,F(t). 
(3.5) 
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Together with the initial conditions (2.5) and the “secularity condition” (2.6), 
this yields the following initial value problem for A-i , B-i : 
ALI + (a* - @A-, - (y* + 5)X, = -F*, 
B', + (rl - y*) A-, + (B + 0) B-1 = F**; (3.6) 
A-,(O) = 0, B-,(O) = 0; 
where (with an obvious ordered triple and double notation), 
(m*, t% y*) = & Jf” g(t) (sin2 t, cos2 t, sin t cos t) dt, 
([,‘I, 6) = & IT h(t) (sin2 t, cos2 t, sin t cos t) dt, 
(F*,F**) = &- L2mF(t) (sin t, cos t) dt. 
Letting 
x.4 = [;I:] , A = &-T* -;;; ;;) , Y 77 F-1 = ($*) , 
(3.6) b ecomes, 
X’, = cAXm1+ F-1, -L(O) = (3 * 
Assumption (3.2) implies that 
jzrg(t) (sin 2t, cos 2t) = J’” h(t) (sin 2t, cos 2t) = (0,O). 
0 0 
Thus, the eigenvalues of J? are 
h +=-!-- - 47r I 12k) dt 41 z' / i2" h(t) dt 11 , 
where i is the imaginary unit. Assumption (3.4) implies that the real parts 
of both h+ and h- are negatiwe. If  s: h(t) dt = 0, J? is a diagonal matrix; if 
sr h(t) dt # 0, then h+ # h- . Hence, d is always diagonable. 
For n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., let I’,* be the real linear space spanned by the real 
and imaginary parts of &+, where k = 0, l,..., n and X = ;\-+. Let V, be 
the collection of all elements of the form ZI, + I, where I’, E I’,* and Y  is 
a real number. Note that V, is closed under differentiation. We have proven 
that y-I(T, t) is a linear combination of terms, each of which is the product 
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of a function of 7 in V,, with a function of t in Cg,, , i.e., that y-l belongs to 
the tensor product, V, @ Cz,, . Thus, since A-, and B-i have been determined 
so that the right-hand side of (3.5) for j = 0 is in IJ~,, @ IVzi, 
y”(7, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + F,“(T, t), 
with -vpo(~, t) E I/, @ C* . It now follows from 
initial value problem forA4, , B, can be written as 
(3.5) with j == I that the 
where 
.I-,,’ = .xX0 +Fe(T), -~-o(o) = [ 1 1 
A, 
‘-’ = Bn [ 1 and F,, E I .,, ’ IT 0’ 
Since A’ is diagonable, it follows that X0 E r-i 1 r-, , and hence, that 
y” E r1 12 c;, . 
An easy induction now shows that for n 3 0, 
y"(~, t) = A,(T) cos t + B,(T) sin t + J,“(T, t) 
with ypn E F, 0 C& and L4, , B, E Vn+l . Hence, 
Yn E T7,+1 0 CL , n = -l,O, l,... . 
EXAMPLE 3. I. Consider the initial value problem 
T” + 2E?” + y  = cos t; J(0) =:= a, y’(0) = h. 
(3.6) yields that A4P, and B-, satisfy 
(3.7) 
A’, = -.4-i , B', =~ -B_, + $; 
A-l(O) = 0, B-,(O) = 0. 
Thus, 
A-,(T) = 0, B-,(T) = (I /2)( 1 - e-7); 
consequently, 
y; f  +y” = 0. 
Hence, r,” = 0, so A,, B, satisfy 
-4,' = -A, + (1/4)e?, B,'= -B,; 
-4,(O) = u, B,(O) = 6. 
16 
We thus have 
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Therefore, 
A,(T) = (a + 7/4) e-7 and 
y:t +yl = 0. 
Hence, ypl - 0, so 9, , B, satisfy 
A,’ = --A, - (b/2) e-7, 
B,’ = -B, + (1/2)(a + 7/4) e-‘; 
A,(O) = 0, B,(O) = a - l/4. 
Thus, 
B,(T) = be-r. 
.tll(~) = -(b/2) Te-T and B,(T) = (a - l/4 + m/2 + ~~/16) ec5. 
The expansion through order 6 for the solution of (3.7) therefore, is 
I- = i 3”(T, t) ci = (l/26) (1 - err) sin t 
is-l 
f  (u f  714) e-’ cos t f beer sin t - (e&2) Tee7 COS t 
f c(u - 4 + UT/2 + T’/ 16) e-’ Sin t. 
(3.8) 
For purposes of comparison, we record the explicit solution of (3.7) which is, 
y  = apt cos([ - 9)1P t 
+ E-‘( 1 - ,)-lj2 [fz? + be - l/2] e-et sin( 1 - G)1/z t + (l/26) sin t. (3.9) 
By Theorem 3.1, 13’ - Y1 1 = O(E~) uniformly for t E [0, co). This is also 
easy to verify directly from (3.8) and (3.9). 
We also record the Taylor expansion through order E about E = 0 for 
the solution of (3.7) which is, 
acost+bsint+(1/2)tsint+c(a- 1/4)sint 
- E(U - 1/4)t cos t - cbt sin t - (e/4) t* sin t. 
It is obvious that the two term Taylor expansion approximates y  to order c2 
only on finite t intervals. 
Now consider the initial value problem (2.1) for E small and positive. We 
assume that 
FECIY (3.10) 
and that f  is as in (2.2). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let K = cljL, where L is the index in (2.2). Then under 
assumptions (2.2) and (3.10), for K suficiently small there exists ~1 ;b 0 such 
that (2.1) has a unique solution on [0, a/~]. Let ~9 be this solution and 
lWN == x:;“I- 1 Y’K’. Then in addition 
;’ y(t, K) - I-“(Kt, t)ll; = O(KNT1). us 
ESAILIPLE 3.2. Consider the initial value problem 
r, \’ -_ E cos t[y’]’ + ?’ = cos t; J (O)  q = (1 ,  
(2.9) yields that d-r and B-r satisfy 
=1’, = &_,B-, , 
B’, = $481 + 3B”, - 51; 
L , ( O )  q = 0, B - , (O)  =- 0. 
I ~‘(0) r= 6. (3. II) 
K JO. 
Thus, L&(T) = 0, B-,(T) = (1/2q) t an q 7, with q == 3ll”/4. Consequently, 
yy f  + y” = f  tan’ qT cos 3t. 
Hence, y,,” -:-. -(l/24) tar? q7 cos 3t, so L4, , B, satisf! 
.-lo’ = $[B_,nl” + 2B”, -~ B_,BI* - &B”,], 
B,’ = iB_,B,,; 
--1,(O) == a, B,(O) lm b. 
TVe thus have 
--lo(~) = (1/16)[seca qT + (1 -t 16~) seca!” qT -~ 21, 
B,(T) = b secz 97. 
The expansion through order K ” = I for the solution of (3.1 I), therefore, is 
0 
1-o =~~ 1 y’(;, t) fci = (2qh-)-’ tan q7 sin f  
i=- 1 
+&[sec’qTf (I +16a)secz”q~-2]cost 
(3.12) 
+ b se? qT sin t - $ tan” qT cus 3t. 
By Theorem (3.2), 113’ - T’Ojc = 0( K as K i 0, where J is the solution ) 
of (3.11). Note that the functions of 7 in (3.12) are defined on an interval 
of the form [0, T], where T < rr/2q. Consequently, this example shows that 
further hypotheses are needed on problem (2.1) to obtain an expansion for 
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its solution that is uniformly valid on t intervals that expand more rapidly 
than [0, a/~]. Theorem 3.1 is an example of one such set of further hypotheses. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the forced cubic damping equation 
yw + c(y’)3 + y = cos t; Y(O) = 4 y’(0) = b. 
In this case, (2.9) yields that A-,(T) and B-,(T) satisfy 
rZL, + &L,[rZZ, + B2,] = 0, 
B’, + gB-,[A2_, + BZ,] = ;; 
A-,(O) = 0, B-,(O) = 0. 
Hence, A-,(7) = 0 and B-,(T) satisfies 
BI, + ;BT1 = +, B-,(O) = 0 
Use of partial fractions leads to 
1 + pB-, + peBZl = (1 - pB-,)" exp[r(T)], 
where p = (3/4)113 and Y(T) = 3~7 + 7r/31i2 - 3’122 tan-‘[(2pB-r + 1)/31/2]. 
The quadratic formula yields 
UT) = Pdexd341 - l)l-’ 
’ [2 exp[y(T)] f 1 - 31j2(4 exp[y(T)] - 1)li2] 
for 7 > 0. It follows that B-, is an increasing function and has l/p as a 
horizontal asymptote. Equation (2.4) withj = 0 is now 
yyt +y" = - $BT1 cos 3t. 
Thus, yDo = (l/32) Bf, cos 3t, so A, , B, satisfy 
A,’ f 332,,4, = +B:, + jpt& - &B?, = 1/0(T), 
(3.13) 
B,' +;B'Z,B, =o; 4l(O) = a, B,(O) = b. 
The solution of (3.13) is 
A,(T) = a exp[-n(T)] + (exP[--ri(T)]) JOT YO(‘) exPk(r)] dr, 
B,(T) = b eXP[--h(T)], 
where 
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Thus, A, is bounded for 7 E [0, co) while B, decays to zero as 7 - ,x. 
Since the system determining A, , B, for n 3 I is of the form, 
with I;‘,* and F,T* bounded functions, it follows that A, and B, for n ‘h 1 
are also bounded for 7 E [0, co). 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3.1 AND 3.2 
This first lemma is used in the proof of Lemma 4.2 and is a direct 
generalization of a result of Liapounoff (cf. Bellman [lo, pp. 123-1251). 
LEMMA 4.1. Consider the equation 
u”(t) + 4(t) u(t) = 0. (4.1) 
If  4(t) is real-valued and continuous on [0, cry), periodic of period P*, and if 
ip* 4(t) dt 3 0, 4(t) + 0, 
- 0 
.; 
L 
I b(t)1 dt < 4/P*, 
then all solutions of (4.1) are bounded as t 4 io. 
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 3. I. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R(t, l ) be the solution of 
zt; (t, E) + q(t) $ (t, 6) + [l + <h(t)] R(t, <) == P(t, 6); 
R(0, 6) = a, $ (0, 6) == b. 
c:nder assumptions (3.2), (3.4) and that FO EL=([O, to) :( (0, E’]), E’ ‘1 0. 
there exists M > 0 independent of E and E? > 0 such that I R(t, E); < M/c 
for (t, c) E [0, ~0) x (0, Q]. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let RH(t, c) be the solution of (4.2) when Fo = 0. 
The change of variable RH(t, G) = u(t, e) exp(-(e/2) jig(r) dr) transforms 
(4.2) (withP = 0) into 
d% 
p 0, c) + [ 1 + <h(t) - *g’(t) - f [g(t)]21 u(t, 6) = 0; 
u(0, 6) = a, $ (0, c) = 6 + 5 ag(0). 
(4.3) 
Denote the coefficient of u(t, l ) in (4.3) by qti(t, c). Then for each E, 4 E Ci,j,rl . 
Choose 0 < l 0 < 1 so that C(t, e) > 0 for (t, c) E [0, 27&l x [0, E,,]. Then 
0 < synl c$(t, c) dt < 27r/n, + EM f  or E E [0, es], where M is a constant 
independent of E. Choose <I > 0 so that 27r/nr + & < 2ni/n, for t E [0, EJ, 
and set es = min(c, , Q). Thus, for each E E [O, EJ, 4(t, 6) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 4.1. 
Now, let u,(t, l ) and u,(t, l ) be the usual fundamental system of solutions 
of (4.3), i.e., u,(O, c) = 1, (du,/dt)(O, c) = 0, u,(O, c) = 0, (du,/dt)(O, 6) = I. 
It is well known that z+(t, l ) and u,(t, 6) are continuous for (t, c) E [0, 2a/n,] x 
[0, ~$1, and hence, bounded. It now follows using the method of proof given 
in [lo, pp. 124, 1251 that u,(t, 6) and u2(ty l ) are uniformly bounded for 
(t, l ) E [O, a) x P, 4 
Let 
RH.l(t, l 1 = [ul(t9 6) + f g(D) udt, l )]exp [- 5 jf&)dr] y 0 
&Jt, 6) = uz(t, c) exp (- $ Ltg(r) dr) . 
The solution of (4.2) is 
R(t, c) = a&,dt, c) + bR,,,(t, 4 + jo’ W, s, 4p(s, 4 ds, 
where G(t, s, E) = [&.dt, l > RH,& 6) - %,l(s, c) %,dt, ~11 . expk.k(r) dr), 
is the Green’s function for (4.2). Since ul(t, l ) and +(t, c) are uniformly 
bounded, it follows that 
IS 
t 
0 
G(t,s c)En(s,c)dsI <cjatexp[-t[g(r)dr]ds, 
for (t, l ) E [0, co) x (0, l s] , where c is a constant independent of E. 
The assumption that g(t) is in Cl[O, co) implies that its Fourier series 
converges uniformly on [0, co). Consequently, 
exp [ - $- jt g(r) dr] < exp [ - $ a,(t - s)] K, 
s 
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for all s and t, where a, = (nJ2rr) J:““P(~) dt > 0, and K is a constant 
independent of E. The conclusion of the lemma now follows. 
Proqf ef Theorem 3.1. Let 1’ = ?~(t, 6) be the solution of (3. I ) and let 
y(t, l ) = f yj(d, t) d + EN+lR.v, 1(t, E). (3.1) 
,=-1 
To pro\-e Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that there exists cx >- 0 such that 
RNcl(t. E)I is uniformly bounded for (t, 6) E [0, 3~) c (0. <.“I. 
For this purpose, (3.1) and (3.5) imply that K,v+l(f, l ), for, :I- 0, must 
sati&. 
d’R dRS,.l 
- +4t)T + [l 
dt2 
+ d(t)] R:v~L1 = G.Vtl(et, t), 
(4.5) 
R.&&O, c) = 0, (0, c) = -yr”(O, oj, 
where, GN+r(~, t) E IFVtl 18 Ci, since IeN(7, tj E I-,v-, ,z, Ci, . Lemma 4.2 
implies that there exist AI > 0 and E* > 0 such that for (t,cj E [0,8x) *’ (O.E.“]. 
: RNtl(t, c)i :< -~I:‘E. (4.6) 
But replacing ;\’ by X + L in (4.4) and (4.5) now yields (4.6) for R,V :? . 
Thus. Theorem 3. I follows since 
R N-h = ? A-~ + CR,_, . 
The following letnma and corollary are used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 
and are proved in [6]. 
LEnrnrA 4.3. Letg(t, K), h(t, Kj, andF(t, Kj be in C‘.P.,,, , and 
f>[?;(t, K)] J J’“(t, K) + Kg(t, K)x’(t, K) -+ [I l- dt(t, K)] J(t, K). 
<‘OKOLLARY 4.1. Let G(t, s, K) be the Green’s function for the heat 
operator L[y(t, K)]. Then, both G(t, s, K) a?ld G,(t. . , F K are hounded independetlt ) 
Of K fo,’ 0 -.-; S ; t _ 1 a,‘K a?z!i K E (0, K,,]. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let y = r(t, K) be the solution of (2.1) and let 
Ycf, K, = 5 y’(Kt, t) K’ + KN+‘R~+l(t, K). 
j=-l 
(4.7) 
Then (2.1) and (2.4) imply that for N > 0, RN+, must satisfy 
K~+‘(&+I + RN+~ 
= i;N{-KLf(t, YN, Y”‘)}i Ki - KNfl(J’z--l + 2y; + KY:) 
(4.8) 
- K”[f (t, Y, Y’) - f (t, YN, E”‘)]; 
RN+@, K> = 0, %+,(O, K) = -y7N(o, 0). 
The series on the right-hand side of (4.8) h as only finitely many terms since 
f is a polynomial. If we let 
ffN(t, K) = c {-K’f(t, yN, Y”‘)>f Ki - KN+‘(y7N;l + 2y,“, + KY;), 
i>N 
and 
F(RN+l) = [f (C y, Y’) - f (C YN, Yw)l ~-(~+l)y 
then (4.8) can be rewritten as 
%+1 + K[KL-lf3(t, l’N, yN’)] %+1 + (1 + K[K-f&, YN, yN’)]) &v+~ 
.= ffN(f, K) K-(N+l) - K~[~(RN+I> --f&t, YN, YN’> RN+~ 
- fz(t, YN, Y”‘) K,+J; (4.9) 
RN+& K> = 0, Rk+,(O, K) = -Y,N(o, o), 
where fj denotes the partial derivative off with respect to the ith variable, 
i = 1,2,3. Note that HN(t, K)K-(~+~), ~~-lf~(t, YN, E’N’), and KL-$(t, YN, YN’) 
are in C,“,,, , where 01 < T and [0, T) is the interval of existence for A-, and 
B -1 * 
Now write RN+Jt, K) = P(t, K) + Q(t, K), where P(t, K) is the solution of 
P” + K[KL-lf3(t, YN, YN’)] P’ + (1 + K[KL-lf2(t, YN, YN’)])P 
= HJ,,(~, K) K-cN+l’; (4.10) 
P(o, K) = 0, P’(o, K) = --yTN(O, 0). 
By Lemma 4.3, KP is in C& . The function Q(t, K) is then the solution of 
Q” + K[KL-ff3(t, yN, yN’)] Q’ + (1 + K[+lfi(f, yN, YN’)I)Q 
= -@(RN+J -fz(t, YN, YN’)(P + Q) - fs(t, YN, YN’)(P’ + Q’)]; (4.11) 
Q(O, 4 = 0, Q’(0, K) = 0. 
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Letting G(t, s, IC) be the Green’s function for the linear operator 
L[y(t, K)] = f’(f, K) + K[KL-lf3(t, 17”, lTN’)] y’(t, K) 
+ (1 + K[‘+‘f2(6 yN, lyN’)])?-‘(t, K), 
Eq. (4.11) is equivalent to the system 
Q(t, K) = ~- /CL 1’ G(t, s, K) [F(RNtl) -j& I-N, 1.“‘) (I’ + Cl) 
‘0 
- f3(tr I-“, I’N’) (P’ + Q’)] ds, 
Q’(t, K) : -- KL 1,’ G,( 
(4.12) 
t, S, K) [F(&+l) -f&y I’N, IvN’) (p +- 0) 
-f3(f, TIN, Y”‘) (P’ + Q’)] ds, 
where / G(t, s, K)j < nf* and 1 Gt(t, s, K)l < Al* for 0 5: s <l t .< a/K and 
K E (0, K~] by Corollary 4.1. 
We now use the method of successive approximations to show that the 
system of Eqs. (4.12) has a solution in Ci I( ’ 0’ Let Qo(t, K) =. 0, and define 
recursively 
Onil(f, K) =-- - KL !1’ G( t, S, K) [~#?v+l) -.fi(t> I.-N> I’“‘) cp + Qn) 
-fs(t, l’N, I-N’) (P’ + Qn’,] ds 
O;+l(f, K) == - KL 1’ G,(t, S, K) [F,(R,+,) -f2(t, yv, yN’) (p + &) 
(4.13) 
- f3(;,“YN, ErN’) (P’ +- Qn’)] ds, 
where F,L(RN+l) is defined as 
[f(t, I”N + KN+‘(P + &), yN’ + KN+l(P’ + 0,‘)) - f(t, yN, IIN’)] KbN+l’. 
Taylor’s theorem for functions of two variables can be used to show that 
if S is any function in C,‘,,, such that I/ S 11,’ I( CC I, then ’ 0 
Ldf”KL i[f(t, I*N + KN+l(P + s), 1 ‘N’ + KN+l(P’ + s’)) - f(t, E’N, I-“‘)] 
>.: K -‘N-l) -f2(t, T7N, YN’)(P + S) -Jy(t, I’“, YN’)(P’ + S’)l 
5; MKN+‘, (4.14) 
for all f  E [0, a/~] and all K E (0, K,,]. I f  N 3 1, and 0 < K1 s< 1 is chosen so 
that ‘lfKK1 < 1, it then follows from (4.13) and (4.14) that /! 0 II1 I-n rl,KI c. ’ 1 
for all n. 
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We must now show that the sequence of successive approximations 
converges. Observe that 
0 n+1 - Qn = - K= Jot G( t, S, K) [~,@N+I) - Fn--l(R~+d 
(4.15) 
-f&, ErN, FN’)(Qn -Q,,-1) -fs(t, YN, YN’)(Qnfl -Ok-,)I A. 
We now supress the t dependence of f for notational convenience. The 
quantity in brackets in the integrand of (4.15) can then be written as 
[f (YN + x, ) EW' + E’,) - f (P + x, - /z, , I’N’ + E’, - I,) 
- fi( YN, Y"') h, - f2( YN, F) l,] c(N+l’, (4.16) 
where jr, = KNtl(P + Q,), I’m = K~~~(P’ + on’), h, = KN”(gn - enel), 
and 1, = tcNfl(Q,’ - QiIP1). By th e mean value theorem for functions of 
two variables, we are able to write the difference of the first two terms in 
(4.16) in the form 
[fi(YN + In , YN’ + K) A, + fi(yN + Jn , YN’ + Kd /,I ~-‘~+l), (4.17) 
where Jn = x, - B,h, , K, =: I-, - 8,1, and 0, E (0, 1). Use of (4.17) and 
another application of the mean value theorem yields that (4.16) can be 
written as 
vfdYN + &Jn , I’“’ + 6&L) . K/n 9 KJI (On - On-J 
(4.18) 
+ ~f0’” + 4Jn 3 YN’ + ‘AK,) . [(Jn 9 fG)l (Qn’ - PA 
where 8, and 0, are in (0, 1). 
Now the Qn’s are bounded in C,‘,,, independently of n, and both KP and 
KYNareinC,l, . Thus, use of (4.18) in both (4.15) and the analogous equa- 
tion to (4.15), ‘d&ived from the second of Eqs. (4.13), leads to 
for 0 < ~a < or and n > 1. Setting n = 1 in (4.19) results in 
II 0, - Q1 II:,,, < (ill + K) K;+‘, 
since II Ql II,‘.,, < 1. Now choose K2 such that (Al + K) Kc+l < 1. Then 
II Qn - Qn--1 It,‘.,, < W + K) ~t’+‘Y--l 
for n > 1. Consequently, the series ~~L~1 I[ Q,, - Qn-r lit,,, is convergent, 
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and the sequence {Q,J converges uniformly to a function in C.t ~ , 2’ which is 
a solution of (4.12). 
Finally, we note that it is an immediate consequence of the existence of 
the functions yj(T, t) satisfying (2.4) and (2.5), the existence of P satisfying 
(4.10), and the existence of Q satisfying (4.1 I), that T == EWN $ K~ -‘(P $- Q) 
is a solution of the initial value problem (2.1) on the interval [0, a;~]. Further, 
since KP and Q are both in Ci,K, , then KR~+~ is in Ci,,,, . But replacing S h\ 
:V + I in (4.7) and (4.8) yields that KR,~+~ is in C’J,K3 .-Thus, since RI’.1 -: 
\'N, L - KR.~+~ , it follows that 
1, y(t, K) - I-“@, K)li; : o(KwT’), as K JO. 
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